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Atheism: It is a philosophical doctrine based on a spiritually nihilistic concept, denying the existence of God Almighty, the Creator of life, where the atheists believe that the universe has existed without a creator and material and substance are everlasting and eternal, as it is the creator and the created at the same time. There is no doubt that many of the western and eastern civilizations suffer from a great atheistic tendency embodied by collapsed communism and deceptive secularism.

Atheism is a philosophical doctrine that is based on the denial of the existence of Allah Almighty, and believes that the universe is created without a creator, the rationality followers are considered the real founders of the atheism which denies the afterlife, as material and substance are everlasting and eternal. They also don't believe in the prophets and Allah's laws, as well as not believing in any of the moral concepts, the values of right and justice, and the idea of the soul, and that the human being is nothing but a mere substance, where all the natural laws can be applied on him, and nothing more.

The Impacts of Atheism on Human Life

The contemporary atheism leaves its clear impacts on human behavior, nations' ethics, and social systems, these impacts can be summarized as follows.

1-Psychological Anxiety and Conflict:

The first impact of atheism is that it makes the individuals feels anxiety, confusion, disorder and psychological conflict, because each of us has a persistent instinct, as many questions go round his mind including: why are we created? Who created us? To what do we go? If life, and its preoccupations, sometimes diverts us from poring for the answer to these questions, as well as searching for the secret of life and the universe. The human faces a lot of situations and incidents that make him think of such questions, such as pestilence, disasters, losing of family members or loved ones, as well as the calamities that make us humans think of our own destiny and future. Because atheism is a doctrine based on the assumption that there is no God and no spirituality, it does not offer anything to help humans deal with this confusion, anxiety, and obscurity, and the mystery of life is still confusing to these individual. The injustice and the difficulties encountered by human beings in their lives would remain a nightmare that controls their life psychologically, as the atheism remains unable to understand the purpose of life and the universe, it just provides humans with a set of assumptions and suspicions that do not convince or satisfy one's thirst. Based on the urgency of the internal instinct call, the human being remains anxious and self-tormented.

2- Selfishness and Individualism:

The inevitable result of the individual's psychological concern and fear of the days is his direction towards individualism and selfishness, shifting to serve his own interests and not thinking of others – while religion urges all people to serve and do good to the others seeking Allah’s satisfaction. So in these dark atheism eras, people became careless of others, as step by step the people became careless of the poor and people in need, parents, and also spouses, and children. Those who are familiar with the atheistic community conditions can see the extent to which people have become materialistic, selfish caring only of themselves, and do not care about others unless it would benefit them. This selfishness and materialism doubled the people tendency towards pleasures and desires facilitated by modern civilization and permitted by the atheistic laws, which thinks only of the hereafter and makes the private life of the human owned by him only.
Hence, people became interested in their desires and having more as much as they can, neglecting charity, kindness and caring of the others. Thus arose the contemporary utilitarian physical man who became a mark and symbol of atheistic European civilization that invade the whole world at present time.

3. Morals Absence and Crime Propensity:

Because atheism does not educate the conscience, nor intimidate the man of a powerful God capable of observing his acts and deeds, the Atheist arises cold hearted, insensitive and has lost his morals that protect him from injustice and guide him to be kindness and compassion. Atheism taught its followers that they are found like this by coincidence, and they are not created by a creator, or they created themselves and they are animals like any other animal on earth, thus their feelings grow colder, and their sense of animality grows, and decadence and turning to prove themselves through having more desires and pleasures, in case if their living conditions or the human ordinances prevented them from reaching their animal goals and desires, they overcome those conditions either by deception and cunning or force and prevail, in both cases the atheist doesn't find inner deterrent that deter him because he doesn't fear of a God or expecting punishment. the only deception that make the atheist fear is the human ordinances or his reality conditions which can be overcome in many ways, especially in contemporary community which the human being became talented in the methods of crime and avoiding the laws. Some of atheists souls may still have instinct appeal and conscience punishment, but this appeal inner conscience wears off as soon as possible and fading in the midst of life difficult life and its so many temptations.

This impact is considered one of the greatest atheism impacts on human life, where our contemporary universe is a world of crime and fear. Every day our media means, such as newspapers, books, radio and other news media inform us of the heinous crimes that have the intensity, violence, perversion, and pleasure of torturing others and drinking their blood, as well as enjoy watching their crying and appealing – in addition to the incidents of theft, robbery, rape and murder, which is growing day after day - perhaps the famous incident of outage in 1977, in New York City, where in the morning people discovered that thousands of shops, stores and homes were totally looted, as it is discovered that different classes and ages people participated in this robbery and that he participated in this collective robbery even the guarding policemen themselves participated in this infamous festival of theft and robbery.

The experts reported that if the outage lasted for one week without the interference of military forces the city will be totally ruined. How is the state if the security forces slackened in times of crisis or war, no doubt that this community will eat one another. As no doubt that this is also an inevitability result of the atheism.

4. The demolish of family system:

It is well know that “Family” is the most important cell in the social system of mankind, and when humans get corrupted all the family relations will get corrupted as well, for instance a corrupt husband will have a negative impact on his children & wife and the same concept applies for the wife & children.

And so on during this era of contemporary atheism we started to hear about the fall of legitimate marriage that bonds the wife to one man only, and balances the relationship and distributes the responsibilities in the family in a fair way that goes accordingly with the nature of human beings that was given by Allah Almighty, and with the fall of the (contract of marriage) relationship between the husband and wife became only about the sexual satisfaction and they only seek benefits from one another, thus, sacrifices between them became scarce and almost nonexistent.

And all of that came from atheism that does not believe in the afterlife & judgment day, and even the motivation for the husband & wife that drives them to sacrifice & give to the family has vanished and the same thing applies to children who also learn to be obedience to Allah through their obedience to their parents and to strive for the sake of their satisfaction and sponsorship in the case of their disability and old age, but the atheism doctrine which is based on the utilitarian material considered to serve others as a silliness and stupidity as long as it does not bring a benefit soon. Thus, the beautiful feelings and natural ties that were bonding the family members got destroyed.
5. Communities Sabotage:

In the light of atheism, the modern community has become similar to the community of forest and those who read about the Western community now see the extent to which crime has become daily acting, as well as it becomes an organized and sophisticated behavior, where despite the availability of adultery and immorality spreading, women's raping dramatically, and despite the availability of working and production opportunities, burglary and armed robberies spreading among people with different classes, it is hardly a day goes by tens or maybe hundreds of these crimes happens every day.

6. Political Crime:

Perhaps the greatest impact of atheism is its impact on global politics, and the relationships system among countries. Where the atheistic materialism morality that has made the man's heart filled with cruelty and selfishness pushed him to apply these cruelty and selfishness in the field of global political relations as well. Therefore, we have seen great colonial countries used very despicable means in enslaving poor people, as well as getting their fortunes and plunder their wealth, so the world now is fired with the global selfishness material practiced by the colonial countries, which is based on the enslavement of people and plunder their resources as well as making these poor countries feel of anxiety, fear, chaos and disagreement even easier for them to rob their resources and steal their wealth.

Thus, the atheism and getting away from Allah Almighty was able to shift the whole human community to be highly objectionable based on injustice, oppression, plundering and permanent fear of destruction and damage, this leads to the devastation of the psychological spirit of the contemporary man and permanent escape of his reality, that was the real reason for drugs, sedatives and dumping sexual spreading, also, these global policies pushed the man to more selfishness and self-love, caring of collecting money by any means and seeking safety for himself alone, and living the day only. Thus atheism creates the contemporary whirlpool that turn him around at his current time, the era of anxiety, selfishness, criminality and disorder.